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"Shelling on Yarmouk Refugee Camp and Medical Centers Suffer 

a Severe Shortage of Medical Materials" 

 
 

 

 A Palestinian Refugee Dies While participating in Clashes at the Entrance of 

Yarmouk Camp 

 Explosive barrels target the surroundings of Khan Eshieh Camp 

 Family of a Palestinian Arrestee in Lebanon appeal to get him released 

 Al-Marhama Campaign distributes Children's Milk to Displaced Families of 

Yarmouk 

 Cash Aid and Winter Clothes to Palestinian Syrian Families in Konya 

Turkey 

 The "Palestinian House in Netherlands" Foundation visits the New Arrivals 

in Amsterdam Refugee Camp  
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Victims 

The Palestinian Refugee "Ahmad Mahmoud Aziema" died at the entrance 

area of Yarmouk camp which is under the Regime's control. Ahmad was 

fighting alongside the Syrian Regime forces and its militias against Al-

Nusra Front and ISIS inside the camp. 

 

It is noteworthy that the bad economic conditions and the exploitations of 

some factions in addition to the high rate of unemployment had pushed 

many Palestinian refugees to join the Pro-Regime militias, not forgetting 

that there are other segments which are officially inducted by the Syrian 

Security Branches and instructed to play a specific role in the field. 

AGPS statistics refer to (681) Palestinian Syrian victims died during 

participation in Pro-Regime clashes in Syria. 

 

Recent Update 

At dawn, the Yarmouk Refugees Camp has witnessed bombing with 

several shells and mortars which caused no more than material damages, 

in conjunction with violent clashes occurred at the Camps' entrance 
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between the Syrian Regime's groups and its militias on one hand and Al-

Nusra and ISIS on the other hand. 

The "Medical Rescue and Surgery Centre" announced, earlier, a severe 

shortage in medical and first-aid supplies, caused many patients and 

injured persons to be left without medication. Those in charge of the 

center assured that the medical and relief associations have left them 

behind without enough support to the last medical point that could save 

people's lives inside the besieged refugees camp. 

 

The census of remaining civilians inside Yarmouk refugees camp refers to 

3000 to 5000 people, suffer acute shortage of medical services due to the 

siege imposed by the Syrian Regime forces and its militias and PFLP-GC 

and due to the non-stop targeting and shelling that hit the hospitals and 

medical buildings causing major damages to its facilities, and after ISIS 

broke into the refugees camp the situation got worse because of targeting 

medical staff and closing relief outlets.  

In a different place, Syrian Regime's warplanes launched, yesterday 

evening, raids on Khan Eshieh Camp and threw explosive barrels over 

the adjacent farms where three at least were hit caused panic among the 

civilians inside the refugees' camp. 
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This comes under harsh living conditions experienced after the Regime's 

Army closed all roads between the camp and the center of the capital 

Damascus, which reflected negatively on the mobility of people and the 

availability of food and basic needs within the refugees' camp. 

Moving to Lebanon, The family of the Palestinian Syrian refugee 

"Mohammad Yusuf Mousa" who has been detained by the Lebanese 

government for 3 day, appealed to the Palestinian Embassy and 

Palestinian Factions and UNRWA to take action and help releasing their 

son who was arrested for not having residence permission. 

The family said that "our son is facing unsanitary conditions given that 

he's got amputated feet and needs special care", accusing the Lebanese 

Government of unjustified procrastination as her son "Mohammad" had 

already started the process of renewing his residence permission on the 

very next day after the governmental instructions in Sidon.  

Holding the Palestinian ambassador in Lebanon and the Palestinian 

factions full responsibility for their son, the family assured that 

"Mohammad"  had been following up with the authorities for a while to 

get his renewal despite of the harsh treatment, but finally he couldn't get 

any receipt or approval that his papers are being processed to show to 

Lebanese Security at checkpoints. 

It is noteworthy that the Lebanese authorities had launched arbitrary 

arrests campaign which affected dozens of Palestinian Syrian refugees at 

the entrance of Ain El-Hilweh Camp under the pretext of not having 

residence permits although most of them had given papers to General 

Security for renewal. 
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According to semi-official statistics, the estimated census of Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon is (45,000) people, while most of them suffer 

hard conditions especially after UNRWA's aid reduction and Lebanese 

security persecutions. 

 

Civil Committees 

As part of "Al-Marhama Campaign" activities, the "The Charity 

Association to Support the Palestinian People" in cooperation with "The 

Charity Association to Relief the Palestinian People" has distributed 300 

cans of children's milk to Palestinian Syrian families in Al-Zahira and 

Qudsayya in Damascus. 

 

It is worth mentioning that hundreds of families of the Yarmouk camp had 

been displaced from their homes after ISIS broke into the camp last April, 

this comes in light of the continuing siege imposed by the Regime's army 

and groups of the Popular Front PFLP-GC three years ago which caused 

death to 184 victims of hunger and lack of medical care. 

In Turkey, the "Palestinians of Turkey Committee" distributed some cash 

aid and winter clothes to Palestinian Syria families in Konya in the 
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middle of Turkey. The committee assured that "Winter Clothing" project 

comes in cooperation with "Life Road Association" to cover Konya - in 

which 27 Palestinian families live - and some other cities in Turkey which 

refugees live in. 

It is noteworthy that Palestinians of Syria in Turkey are facing many life 

difficulties especially the high rents and the lack of job opportunities. 

Unofficial statistics counted 3000 to 5000 Palestinian Refugees displaced 

from Syria to Turkey, not counting those who passed from turkey while 

heading to Europe.  

Moving to Netherlands, the "Palestinian House in Netherlands" 

Foundation visited, yesterday, the Emergency Centre of refugees in 

Amsterdam "ZUIDOOS". According to the Palestinian House, a 

delegation of few members visited the center to welcome the Palestinian 

Syrian newcomers and look after their needs if any, and listen to their 

problems, besides, giving them useful tips and explanations in regards to 

their new situation in 

Netherlands. 

It is noteworthy to say that 

Netherlands is one of the most 

prominent destinations for 

refugees fleeing from the war 

in Syria to seek security and a 

decent life. 
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Palestinians of Syria in numbers and statistics till 3 December 2015 

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 

 More than 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have arrived Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: still under siege imposed by the Syrian 

Regime's Army and PFGC (Popular Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine – General Command), continued for 885 days 

respectively. In addition, power cuts continued for more than 955 

days, water cut for 445 days. The number of victims due to the 

siege has reached to 184 victims.  

 Al Sbeina Camp: Syrian Regime's Army still preventing the 

residents from returning back to their houses for 746 days 

respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: All of its residents have left the camp for 947 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: Water cut continues for 591 days, and 70% of its 

buildings were destroyed. 

 Jarmana, AL Saieda Zainab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Homs and Aedein 

Hamma: A relatively quiet situations in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road.  


